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1 INTRODUCTION 
The basic functions of photovoltaic (PV) module 

packaging are 

a)  providing mechanically stable units which can be 

easily handled and durably fixed to mounting systems, 

b)  protection of the solar cells against environmental 

impacts, 

c)  electrical insulation of the active electrical elements to 

ensure human safety and 

d)  building an assembly with increased electrical power 

output compared to single solar cells.  

In order to realize d), usually a large number of cells are 

connected in series for the sake of voltage enhancement 

without current increase. In this way ohmic losses in the 

active cell matrix are kept low. A similar line of reasoning 

holds true for the series connection of single modules in 

PV systems. Therefore, in large installations the DC side 

system voltage is often as high as permitted by the module 

manufacturer. At this so-called maximum system voltage 

the module must be sufficiently well-insulated between 

current-carrying parts and the frame or the outside world. 

The corresponding tests are defined in the international 

standard IEC 61215 ‘design qualification and type ap-

proval’. Two tests, an insulation test and a wet leakage 

current test, are required. The first one is performed in air, 

the second during immersion of the module in a tank con-

taining water featuring a resistivity < 3.5 kΩ cm. In both 

tests the conductivity between the shorted output terminals 

and exposed metal parts of the module (e. g. the metal 

frame) is measured at room temperature. For modules 

larger than 0.1 m2 the pass criterion is that the conductivity 

divided by the module area shall not exceed 2.5x10-12 

S/cm2.  

Leakage currents flowing between the grounded 

mounting and the active cell matrix under normal operation 

conditions have to be kept low for reasons other than hu-

man safety as well. Predominantly the DC part of the leak-

age current can cause significant electrochemical corrosion 

of cell and frame metals, potential-induced degradation 

(PID) of the shunting type and PID of the solar cells’ sur-

face passivation [1,2,3]. In general, it was found that the 

degradation rate has a high correlation with the leakage 

current density which is a strong function of position in 

large-area modules due to the voltage drop between the 

frame and the cells. Up to now in a few publications the 

local potential of the PV module surface was measured, see 

for example [4], but the local leakage current density dis-

tribution wasn’t addressed. In order to get quantitative 

insight into local stress caused by leakage current, we 

measured bulk and surface conductivities of PV module 

building materials as a function of humidity and tempera-

ture in this study. From the obtained data we calculated the 

distribution of the local leakage current density through the 

front side of large-area PV modules. As an example of use 

we applied the results to the prediction of electrochemical 

corrosion of crystalline Si solar cells’ front side metalliza-

tion. 

 

2 EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION 
We investigated i) the DC bulk conductivity of com-

mercially available soda-lime glass commonly used for PV 

module manufacturing as a function of temperature, ii) the 

DC surface conductivity of the same soda-lime glass as a 

function of temperature and relative humidity (RH) and iii) 

the DC bulk conductivity of widespread ethylene vinyl 

acetate (EVA) encapsulation material as a function of 

temperature. The measurements were performed according 

to the IEC 60093 standard by means of a petaohmmeter, a 

guard ring electrode and a counter electrode. In order to 

ensure good temperature and RH control, the contacted 

samples were placed in a climate chamber.  

Measured surface and bulk conductivities were used to 

set up three-dimensional resistor networks representing 

large-area PV module structures. The resistor networks 

served as input data for numerical electronic circuit simula-

tions by means of the software LTspice IV [5] that finally 

gave the local leakage current distributions. 

 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Electrical bulk and surface conductivity 
The electrical conduction in soda-lime glasses is pre-

dominantly based on the transport of Na+ ions [6]. Ohm’s 

law is valid at low and intermediate electric fields < 104 

V/cm [7] and at moderate temperatures the bulk conductiv-

ity σ is thermally activated according to Arrhenius law [8]. 

Our measurements agree very well with this behaviour and 
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Fig. 3: Measured DC surface conductivity of soda-lime 

glass as a function of relative humidity and temperature. 
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Fig. 1: Measured sheet conductivity of 0.45 mm thick EVA 

and 3.2 mm thick glass as a function of temperature. Addi-

tionally, the figure shows the conductivity of the 

glass/EVA interface deduced from [10] as a function of 

temperature. 
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Fig. 2: Measured area-specific DC bulk conductivity of 

soda-lime glass and EVA as a function of temperature. 

with literature data on the bulk conductivity of soda-lime 

glass [9]. We found an activation energy Ea of 0.814 eV 

and a pre-exponential factor σ0 of 25.2 S/cm. Fig. 1 shows 

a plot of the sheet conductivity calculated from the meas-

ured bulk conductivity by multiplication with a glass thick-

ness of 3.2 mm. This is a common thickness of crystalline 

Si PV modules’ front cover glass. The reason why we plot 

the sheet conductivity of the cover glass (in S) instead of 

the bulk conductivity of the glass (in S/cm) is that the 

former allows for a direct quantitative comparison of lateral 

(i. e., parallel to the module surface) conduction in the 

module taking the different thicknesses of the layers into 

account. Note, that the conductivity of surfaces and inter-

faces featuring zero thickness can also be directly com-

pared with the sheet conductivity of bulk layers.  

Additionally, it is helpful to calculate the area-specific 

conductivity by dividing the glass bulk conductivity by the 

thickness of 3.2 mm, see Fig. 2. The area specific conduc-

tivity is relevant for current flowing perpendicularly to the 

module surface. Again, area specific conductivities can be 

directly compared. 

The electrical bulk conductivity of EVA is also ther-

mally activated and could therefore be fitted to Arrhenius 

law. The obtained activation energy is 0.782 eV and the 

pre-exponential factor is 0.6 S/cm. Compared with the 

electrical bulk conductivity of EVA published in [1] our 

values are a factor of 4 to 6 higher. This quite large devia-

tion is not surprising because in general the conductivity of 

EVA depends on the vinyl acetate concentration, the water 

content and the lamination parameters. The sheet and area-

specific conductivities of the EVA layer were calculated 

using a common thickness in modules of 0.45 mm. It can 

be seen from Fig. 1 that the sheet conductivity of EVA is 

about two orders of magnitude lower compared with glass 

because it is thinner and its bulk conductivity is lower. 

Therefore, already at this point of time it becomes clear 

that the lateral current conduction through EVA is very 

low. In contrary, the area specific conductivity shown in 

Fig. 2 is a factor of about 2 higher compared with the glass 

cover because the EVA layer is very thin. Hence, the glass 

cover provides an important contribution for the electrical 

insulation perpendicular to the module’s surface. 

The measured surface conductivity of the front cover 

glass is depicted in Fig. 3 as function of temperature and 

relative humidity. It can be seen that it is thermally acti-

vated at a fixed RH. At a fixed temperature below a thresh-

old RHth it is nearly independent of RH. Beyond RHth the 

surface conductivity heavily increases by up to more than 

one order of magnitude with growing RH depending on 

temperature. Interestingly, RHth is to a first approximation 

independent of temperature and has a value of about 50 % 

for the investigated glass. In general, we expect that the 

surface conductivity and RHth are both affected by the 

surface ion concentration, surface contaminants and weath-

ering of the glass surface. Comparing the sheet conductiv-

ity of the glass surface with the one of the cover glass 

shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 it can be seen that they are 

similar at high RH. At low RH the sheet conductivity of the 

cover glass is about one order of magnitude higher. 

Another important current path through the PV mod-

ule contributing to the front side leakage current is the 

current at the interface between front glass cover and EVA 

encapsulant which is labelled path 3 in Fig. 4. We didn’t 

measure the conductivity of the glass/EVA interface in this 

study, but we deduced it from literature using our data. In 

[10] the leakage current through the EVA/soda-lime glass 

interface Jl.3 was measured in comparison to the leakage 

current through 3.2 mm thick soda-lime glass (Jl.2, path 2 in 

Fig. 4). The ratio Jl.3/Jl.2 averaged over a non-disclosed 

temperature and humidity cycle in the field was 2.9. Addi-
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Fig. 6: Calculated leakage current density profiles at 85 °C, 

85 % RH and 1000 V. The dotted red line shows the 

threshold leakage current density for electrocorrosion after 

a 0.5 years lasting test (according to [12]). 

 

tionally, it was reported in [11] that the conductivity at the 

glass/EVA interface has similar temperature dependence as 

the bulk conductivity of the glass. Adopting this we get to 

the glass/EVA interface conductivity shown in Fig. 1 as a 

function of temperature. The values are consistent with the 

glass/EVA interface conductivity measured in [11] at 100 

% RH. Because we expect that water in- and out-diffusion 

along the interface takes significant time, we argue that in 

the simulations presented in the next section the interface is 

saturated with water. 

 

3.2 Electrical network simulations 
There are 7 leakage current paths in crystalline Si PV 

modules, see schematic cross-sectional view in Fig. 4. 

From the data presented in Fig. 2 to Fig. 3 we calculated 

the leakage current densities along the paths 1 to 4 as a 

function of temperature and humidity for standard modules. 

In the simulations the voltage between cell matrix and 

circumferential module frame was set to 1000 V, a com-

mon maximum system voltage. Because the voltage be-

tween the electrical connectors of the module (≈ 0.55 V x 

60 = 33 V; 60 being the number of c-Si cells in a module) 

is small compared to the voltage between cells and frame, 

we neglected the former. As mentioned before, the glass 

thickness was set to 3.2 mm and the EVA encapsulation 

layer thickness was 0.45 mm. The outer dimensions of the 

modules were 99 x 160 cm². 

Fig. 5 shows a three-dimensional plot of the front 

leakage current density obtained at a temperature of 85 °C 

and a relative humidity of 85 %. These are the damp heat 

test conditions defined in the standard IEC 61215. It can be 

seen from the figure that even under high temperature and 

high RH the local leakage current is extremely non-

uniformly distributed in the module. Naturally the reasons 

are the low surface conductivity and the low sheet conduc-

tivity of the highly insulating materials in combination with 

large lateral module dimensions. In quantitative terms the 

leakage current density decreases by 12 orders of magni-

tude between frame and module center. For an easy com-

parison Fig. 6 shows two current density sections taken 

from Fig. 5 at a distance of 6.5 and 50 cm to the module 

edge in the short direction. Considering a distance between 

frame and outer cells of 2 cm, 6.5 cm distance to the frame 

means 4.5 cm distance to the outer edge of the cell matrix. 

It can be seen from the figure, that at this position the 

leakage current density exceeds a quite high value of 14 

nA/cm². 

The simulated local leakage current density is used to 

assess the local degradation caused by electrochemical 

corrosion of the cells’ front metallization grid. In [12] a 

threshold charge density of about 0.1 C/cm² was given at 

which a solar cell power reduction of 25 % was observed. 

It has to be noted that among others the threshold charge 

density depends on the actual metallization stack, the en-

capsulation material and presumably also on temperature. 

Hence, the relevant value has to be measured for each 

specific combination of cell, module design and test condi-

tion. Here, the threshold charge density given in [12] serves 

to approximate the cell area in the module which is threat-

ened by electrocorrosion after an assumed stress time of 0.5 

years. The corresponding current density of 6 nA/cm² is 

marked by the dashed red line in Fig. 6. It can be seen, that 

8 cm at the edge of the module face such a high stress that 

significant electrochemical corrosion can be expected. 

In order to quantify the effect of humidity we per-

formed a similar calculation at 25 % RH. The resultant 

leakage current density profiles are depicted in Fig. 7. At a 

distance of 6.5 cm to the frame the leakage current density 

exceeds 9.9 nA/cm². The width of the module edge threat-

Fig. 4: Schematic drawing of a c-Si PV module cross 

section showing leakage current paths. 
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Fig. 5 : Three-dimensional representation of the calculated 

leakage current density through the front side of a standard 

large-area PV module at 85 °C, 85 % RH and 1000 V 

applied between active cell matrix and the circumferential 

metal frame.  
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Fig. 8: Calculated shares of individual leakage currents 

through the front side of 100 x 160 cm² large PV modules.  

The corresponding current paths are depicted in Fig. 4. The 

temperature, relative humidity and the total leakage current 

obtained for 1000 V applied between cell matrix and frame 

are listed below the pie charts. 
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Fig. 7: Calculated leakage current density profiles at 85 °C, 

25 % RH and 1000 V. 

 

ened by electrocorrosion in a 0.5 years lasting stress test is 

reduced only marginally to 7.6 cm. 

In this context it is interesting to look at the shares of 

the individual leakage current paths. Fig. 8 shows pie 

charts for all combinations of 25 °C, 85 °C, 25 % RH and 

85 % RH. First of all it is striking that the share of the 

leakage current along the glass/EVA is dominating in every 

case. It amounts for about 76 % at 25 % RH and for 49 % 

to 66 % at 85 % RH. Hence, measures which reduce the 

sheet conductivity of this interface could effectively reduce 

the total leakage current.  

Except at 85 °C / 85 % RH the second most important 

path is the lateral conduction through the glass cover. Its 

share lies between 19 % and 22 % at 25 °C / 25 %, 25 °C / 

85 % and 85 °C / 25 %.  

At 85 °C / 85 % the conduction along the glass surface 

has the second highest share of 38 %. At 25 °C / 85 % it 

accounts for 15 % of the total leakage current. At 25 % RH 

it is practically negligible, independent of temperature. It 

must be noted that in the field the conduction along the 

glass surface may heavily rise because of dirt and rain.  

Finally, it can be seen in Fig. 8 that the contribution of 

the lateral current through the EVA is negligible at every 

investigated temperature and RH. 

 

4 SUMMARY 

In order to assess the local leakage current density dis-

tribution in PV modules and the resulting possible local 

electrical power degradation we investigated the conductiv-

ity of common materials used for solar module construc-

tion, namely soda-lime glass and EVA. The bulk conduc-

tivities were measured as a function of temperature and the 

surface conductivity of the glass was measured as a func-

tion of temperature and relative humidity. Using the ac-

quired data together with the temperature dependent con-

ductivity of the interface between glass and EVA, which 

was deduced from literature, we simulated the local leak-

age current density through the front side of large-area PV 

modules at temperatures of 25 °C and 85 °C and at relative 

humidities of 25 % and 85 %. The most important results 

are: 

a) The leakage current along the glass/EVA is dominat-

ing for all temperatures and relative humidities. 

b) The second most important path is the lateral conduc-

tion through the glass except for 85 °C and 85 % RH. 

c) At a high RH of 85 % the conduction along the glass 

surface becomes important and accounts for up to 38 

% of the total leakage current at 85 °C. 

d) The contribution of the lateral current through the 

EVA is negligible in any case. 

e) Even at a high temperature of 85 °C and a high rela-

tive humidity of 85 % and hence increased electrical 

conductivity the local leakage current density varies 

by about 12 orders of magnitude in 99 x 160 cm² large 

PV modules. 

As an example of degradation prediction we calcu-

lated the area threatened by electrochemical corrosion after 

an accelerated test at 85 °C with 1000 V applied between 

the cell matrix and the module frame for 0.5 years. Irre-

spective of RH the width of the affected circumferential 

area is about 8 cm. 
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